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Abstract: The interest of emotional interaction between robots and humans is recently increasing in 
human-robot interaction as with expansion of research on human-friendly robot.  The facial expression is 
the most instinctive and impromptu way to express emotion compared with other emotional methods like a 
voice, gesture, skin color, etc. People can recognize a robot’s condition intuitively if the robot shows its 
internal state with facial expressions. Although emotional expressions of the face in humanoids or androids 
have been attempted in many ways, the results have not reached the level that common people are satisfied 
with. Therefore, the objective of this research is to design and implement a mascot-type facial robot that 
can show emotional expressions effectively. In addition, a linear dynamic affect-expression model is 
applied to the facial robot to display continuous and various expressions.  

A mascot-type facial robot is designed differing from android and mechanical type, since we can easily 
escape the uncanny valley effect and achieve higher familiarity with a mascot-type design. A small digital 
controller is implemented and installed into a designed outer form for controlling ten small DC motors and 
two LEDs. The developed robot is capable of showing rich expressions with LED and dynamic neck 
motion that is composed of two blushless DC motors. Two USB cameras are installed in the robot eyes. 
The robot system can be connected to common personal computers or laptops by wireless LAN, which is 
used for transferring affect and visual data from remote place. An operator can easily control the various 
facial expressions and LEDs using only three parameters based on the linear dynamic affect-expression 
model. Therefore, the facial robot system can be used as guiding or monitoring system with emotional 
expressions. 
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Fig 1. The overall structure of the mascot-type facial robot 
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